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MONTHLY MEETINGS 
Our meetings are held on the second 

Tuesday of every month at 09:15 for 10:00 

at NG Kerk Wilgespruit, c/o Mimosa & Wag 

‘n Bietjie Streets, Wilropark, Roodepoort. 

(Except December when there is no 

meeting.) 

All U3A West Rand Members as well as 

visiting Members  should please wear their 

U3A membership name tag. 

 

Last minute changes to the 

programme are sometimes 

unavoidable. Where changes need to 

be made, please accept our apologies. 

 

Thank you to all members who have in the 

past recommended speakers and subjects 

for our Upcoming Monthly Meetings. Your 

suggestions are always welcome as is your 

feedback. Please contact our speaker 

planner. 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
Please check our website at:- 

www.u3a-westrand.co.za for the latest 

information or contact:- 

info@u3a-westrand.co.za  

admin@u3a-westrand.co.za  

u3a.west.rand@gmail.com  

 

COMMITTEE 
Chairperson – John Giani 

Secretary – Margaret Erasmus 

Treasurer – Frans Smit 

Speaker Planner – Dawn Chapman 

Publicity – Marthie Coetzer 

Membership – Tommy Scanes 

Interest Groups – Barbara Klarenbeek 

Social Events – Marthie Coetzer 

Additional member – Audrey Giani 

NEWSLETTER 
1/2019 

Contact information: 

U3A West Rand Branch 

P.O. Box 73248, Fairland, 2030 

admin@u3a-westrand.co.za  

www.u3a-westrand.co.za  

 

ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES 

MEMBERSHIP 

Membership period is from January to December at R70.00 for the year or 

part thereof. You receive a membership card which indicates that your fees 

are paid for the year. This allows you to attend our meetings and allows free 

entrance at any U3A chapter worldwide. If you forgot your card at home a 

penalty is payable at the treasurer and you will receive a sticker for the day. 

We do not want to resort to checking up on the attendees at the church 

entrance. Can we make this also a matter of honesty? Your assistance will 

be greatly appreciated. 

TEA/COFFEE IN THE LAPA 

At the serving table we have an HONESTY BOX. The request is to put R5-00 

in the box for a cup of refreshment. Unfortunately, our members seem to 

forget to put their contribution in the box. This expense is not covered by 

the membership fee. 

CAR GUARD GRATUITY. 

The car guards are paid by the church and it forms part of our rental contract 

for the use of this facility. Your contribution is important to help us defray 

our expenses. 

LUNCHES AND OUTINGS 

Marthie Coetzer organises outings to places of interest and midday lunches 

at restaurants in a garden or urban setting to get the members away from 

the city. 

Bookings can be made at the monthly meetings or by contacting Marthie 

University of the Third Age (U3A) is not a church activity. They do support 

the idea of positive entertainment and interesting lectures for older people 

and therefore allow us to rent the facility. 
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UPCOMING EVENTS 

MONTHLY MEETINGS 

13 August 2019 - Cornell Kruger will be talking about the history of Morgenster Wine and Olive Estate dating back 

to 1700 when the late Guilio Bertrand purchased the farm in 1992 and how he revolutionised the 

olive industry in South Africa. 

10 September 2019 - Gillian Hamilton - Climate change 

8 October 2019 - Rory Steyn - Witness to Greatness 

12 November 2019 - Madeleine Helm - The health of the brain 

 

REFLECTION 

The last six months went by in a flash, perhaps because we had so much fun? 

Excellent speakers on interesting topics and a few informative outings. 

 

MONTHLY MEETINGS 

8 January 2019 - We kicked off the new year with a picnic in the Walter Sisulu Botanical Garden. 

 

The Falls in Walter Sisulu Botanical Garden 

Each member brought their favourite dish and we all enjoyed the tasting. 

 

Rita Smuts and Sakkie Cordier enjoying the picnic 
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The big surprise was the visit from three of the members from the Guide Dog Association for the Blind and their 

lovely dogs! 

 

Left:- John & Audrey Giani and Marthie Coetzer with the handlers and dog from the Guide Dog Association 

Right:-Jan de Waal, trainer of the Guide Dogs with two of his trainees 

 

The handlers and dogs from the Guide Dog Association 

12 February 2019 - Profiling 

We have had Dr Denise Bjorkman on several occasions and at each and every one we 

have never been disappointed. In fact, totally enthralled by her stimulating talks. Her 

knowledge is overwhelming. 

She is an advisor across all industry sectors and professions. She is a neuroscience 

scholar and has spoken on geo media networks including BBC, CNN, ITN, Asia TV and 

Al Jazeera. 

Our members were intently conscious of her subject on Profiling. We all learned how 

profiling was done, with insights from criminal trials that have rocketed South Africa in 

recent years and what makes Donald Trump across four countries. 

 

12 March 2019 - Beyond the back of Beyond 

Peter Greeves’s love of travel and birds enables him to search for interesting birds in 

interesting places. 

 

In September 2012 he and his birding buddy Bill travelled via Papua New Guinea to New 

Britain Island in the Bismarck Archipelago. Here and in Papua New Guinea they were 

searching for the Birds of Paradise. With photos and interesting facts about these remote 

locations he entertained us for an hour. 
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9 April 2019 - A healthy body and how to live a long and healthy life. 

If you want dynamic and captivating, you have it with Peter Smanjak. 

Peter is Managing Executive, Executive Health Coach, Enterprise & Personal Risk 

Management, Financial Planner, Health & Well-being Coach Educator Advocate. He 

founded a company that works with organisations and individuals to create personalised 

health and financial performance strategies. Peter's focus is on improved well-being to 

bring about improved personal performance. Peter has spent 25 years in the financial 

services industry and many of those in the healthcare side. Using the principles of risk 

management Peter is quickly able to coach and advise on what could be detrimental to an 

organisation and or an individual across various aspects of living. 

 

14 May 2019 - Captivating Croatia 

John Chapman is a retired Architect. His interests cover wild life and being a keen amateur 

land and townscape photographer. He has been fortunate enough to visit Croatia on 

several occasions.  

He exposed us to the many interesting towns, historical architecture, scenery and some 

of the history. This small Balkan country is fast becoming one of Europe's most popular 

destinations and has featured in the filming of Game of Thrones. 

 

11 JUNE 2019 – Owls and The Owl Rescue Centre 

What an interesting morning we spent listening to Brendan Murray telling us about owls 

and the wonderful work they do to rescue owls. The Owl Rescue Centre was founded by 

Brendan following a lifelong interest and passion for birds of prey. Brendan spent most of 

his young life observing and studying birds. He came to the realization a few years ago 

that owls specifically need help to protect them from becoming endangered and so Owl 

Rescue Centre was born. His wife, Danelle Murray, became involved as the Co-founder of 

the organization, to support him in his purpose. They now work as a team, along with a 

few committed staff and volunteers to achieve a goal in owl conservation. The 

organisation was founded about 10 years ago and is currently the largest Owl 

Rehabilitation centre in the world with a Sanctuary that is home to hundreds of free-

living owls. Brendan, who has dealt with over 6 000 owl cases, is an expert on owl behaviour and is highly 

respected in the field of conservation. 

 

OUTINGS 

20 February 2019 - Rugani Carrot Farm 

Rugani Carrot Farm in Tarlton is the supplier of top-

quality carrots to most supermarkets. They also 

developed a unique process to supply to the 

market pure juices without any additives or 

preservatives. 
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On our arrival at Rugani we were given caps to cover our hair and Brandon took us through the plant and explained 

the whole process 

 

Unfortunately, the plant was not operating due to a breakdown and we could not see the full process. So, a revisit 

was a must. 

Lunch was at Urban Herb Nursery not far from Rugani. We had a lovely meal surrounded by the indigenous nursery. 

 

 

17 April 2019 - Rhino and Lion Park 

Our bus trip to Rhino and Lion Park in Kromdraai with Alpha as our driver was a fun day out in nature. First, we 

visited the exotic animals like the snow leopards and jaguar in cages, as well as our indigenous birds and other 

interesting animals. 
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In the open park we found lots of animals. 
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We were so lucky to see the lions being fed, although we were frustrated by the  fact that one of the male lions 

claimed the big piece of meat dropped off for them, and finished it while the lioness and the two cubs would not 

get anything to eat since another male also waited in line. 

 

 

 

 

 

On the way home, we stopped for coffee at Bison Bistro. 
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15 May 2019 – Rugani re-visit 

This time it was Wesley who took us around the plant which was in full production on this day 

 

It is absolutely amazing at what speed these workers can pack the carrots 

 

The whole plant is controlled from the control room 
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A certain percentage of carrots go for juicing with no colorants, additives or preservatives added, and the boxes are 

packed in 10’s 

 

 

After this most interesting tour, we went to Urban Herb Nursery again for lunch 

 

 

19 June 2019 - Ichthys Aquaponic Farm 

Twenty members visited Ichthys Aquaponic Farm in Midrand by bus while four people preferred to go by car. 
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We had a lecture to understand that Aquaponics is a system of aquaculture in which the waste produced by farmed 

fish or other aquatic creatures supplies the nutrients for plants grown hydroponically, which in turn purify the 

water. Thanks to its automatic recirculating system, aquaponics does not require much monitoring or measuring. 

 

 

SOCIAL LUNCHES 

20 March 2019 - Little Miss Muffin Restaurant 

Lunch at Little Miss Muffin Restaurant in Poortview was a pleasant gathering of 33 

of our members where we enjoyed a light meal. 
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22 May 2019 - Veranda 

 

We enjoyed a lovely relaxed lunch at The Verandah in Krugersdorp.  

 

Good food, good company. 

 

 

 

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS 

 

BONSAI – Frans Smit 

 

U3A West Rand joined The Far West Bonsai Kai who meet once a month on the first Saturday of a month. Members 

were invited by other Bonsai Clubs (BRAT) to view demonstrations and learn more about this fascinating hobby. 

 

 

 

BOWLS – Janet van der Merwe 

 

U3A members are offered free coaching lessons at the Krugersdorp Bowling Club. Congratulations to the U3A 

members who took up the challenge of learning a new sport, and thanks to another U3A member who offered his 

assistance with coaching. 
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MEN’S GROUP – John Giani 

U3A men meet once a month on the last Thursday of the month to enjoy some relaxing, interesting and enjoyable 

conversation. 

 

PHOTOGRAPHY – Rod Kruger 

The photographic group meet at the beautiful Botanical Gardens to discuss topics related to photography. Some of 

the topics that were discussed were: Simple photographic techniques, Portraiture background blurring, and flash 

photography. 

 

STITCHERS – Madeleine Kruger 

The Stitchers group welcomes everyone who enjoyed knitting, and crocheting. Each person chose a project that 

they want to work on. The overall objective or goal is to make items for charities. 

 

READING.-. Elsebe Vetten 

The Reading group read many books and also have a lot of fun. 


